ESG STRATEGY
M-MARKET a.s.

The Board of Directors of M-MARKET a.s. approved at its regular meeting on
21. 10. 2021 „ESG Strategy of M-MARKET as“ (next only as ESG Strategy) set in
accordance with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) UN Convention of
2015 as well as the Paris Agreement of 2016.
The document was prepared by a working group consisting of members of
the management of M-MARKET a.s.. At the same time, the Board of Directors
adopted the following formal statement.
We see the ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) strategy as a determining factor in the ethical status of our company. We realize that today
it is no longer possible to perceive ESG’s strategy as a shiny corporate PR. In
particular, this is no longer enough to meet the demands of investors. The
market wants convincing evidence that the company has a sustainable economic model. We assign the Chairman of the Board of Directors the task of
providing an action plan to address the following issues:
» Is the company’s specific business model compatible with carbon neutrality. Is the model sustainable in the long run?
» Is the principle of workforce diversity, a healthy working environment
and social responsibility applied?

The created document includes a draft schedule of activities in the creation of
the ESG strategy of the company M-MARKET a.s. as follow:
1) Create a working group, the “ESG team” involved and develop a joint
work plan of the group.
2) Assessment of the initial state of the company.
3) Define according to helping available schemes *, ESG risks and ESG
opportunities.
4) Compliance about the indicators to be measured.
5) Formulation of measurable (scientific) goals (what to keep,
what to improve, what to change completely).
6) Set Action Plans and Measure Key Performance Indicators. Set up a
suitable tool for data collection and registration.
7) Publication of results and reporting.
* Pomocné ESG schémy podľa vhodných štandardov ako GRI, CDP, SASB, GRESB a CDSB. Tento
ekosystém výkazníctva uľahčuje zverejňovanie porovnateľných, konzistentných a spoľahlivých informácii o ESG.
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» Is the company a sustainable supply chain set up?
At the same time, the Board of Girectors set 4 tasks for the management to
minimize the risks associated with the implementation of the ESG strategy:
» Ensure that the ESG strategy is balanced with the company’s growth
objectives.
» Optimize reporting complexity and set appropriate standards.
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» Provide support to the wider management of the company.
» Quantify the benefits of implementing the ESG strategy (ROI).
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The ESG strategy of M-MARKET itself sets the priority for the following 3 areas
of solutions, which the company has as follows:
A) CARBON NEUTRALITY OF THE ORGANIZATION AND ITS COMPONENTS
Carbon neutrality is the result of reducing the greenhouse gases generated
by the company. These are also expressed as the equivalent of a “carbon footprint”, ie the volume of emissions per year generated by a person, organization, building, etc. In the context of the ESG strategy, knowing the carbon
footprint is as important as knowing the organisation’s expenditure. The basis
is the identification of load sources, the so-called carbon emission “hotspots”,
followed by the calculation of the carbon footprint and the adoption of targets
for the declining trend. If the decline is not secured, corrective action is taken.
The range of hotspots into 3 frames can be used as an auxiliary guide:
» DIRECT EMISSIONS (primary sources such as vehicles...)
» INDIRECT EMISSIONS (energy in the building...)
» INDIRECT SECONDLY EMISSIONS (suppliers, raw materials, people...)
B) ESG OBJECT (BUILDINGS) STRATEGY
The solution of environmental parameters is identical with the procedure of
carbon neutrality solution. Within the building, it is essential to identify carbon
hotspots as follows:
» Consumption of all energy.

» Mode of transport (comprehensive).

» Refrigerant consumption.

» Logistics and supply of the building.

» Waste production and management. » Transport in the supply chain.
C) SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ORGANIZATION AND ITS COMPONENTS
The ESG frameworks emphasize the specific social interactions of society that
can be quantified to anticipate risks. The ESG strategy in the “social” field shows
how society solves social problems and what goals it has set to increase social
equality. The social aspect of the ESG can be divided into the following areas.

DLHOROČNÁ
SILA INVESTÍCIÍ

RELATIONSHIPS IN GENERAL

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

The company’s relationships with employees, suppliers and customers can be
viewed through quantitative optics. They are e.g. wages, in line with the industry? Do employees like to work and how high is the staff turnover? How
do suppliers and customers perceive cooperation with the company and will
they continue to support this business? The way a company treats employees
affects employee retention and productivity. In terms of profitability, happier
employees are more productive and low turnover is less expensive than constantly hiring. The company’s relationships with the wider community, including customers and suppliers, also have a direct financial benefit.

Environment, health and safety is an important factor in the “S” assessment
in the ESG strategy. Since the COVID-19 pandemic issues , public and investor
control has become even more critical. The public condemned companies that
apparently put people at unnecessary risk and praised others for their vigilance. Control of workplace safety practices is likely to increase permanently
in the future. Measurements may include workers’ claims for compensation,
workplace accidents, personal protective equipment policies, and other industry-specific health and safety issues.
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Community relations are about how society benefits or harms the surrounding
community. Measurable aspects are community recruitment, philanthropy and
local resources. The environmental aspect of ESG also has a certain crosssection because of the business practices can affect the local environment. In
a broader sense, human rights are a fundamental pillar of social evaluation.

Gender diversity improves corporate governance, talent attraction and human
capital development - all important factors supporting long-term competitiveness. Gender diversity policies reflect a well-run company that recognizes the
value of diversity in stimulating creativity and increasing productivity, along
with employee well-being.
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